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Bibliographical descriptions of Hungarian scientific publications

MTMT = Store of Hungarian Scientific Publications
HUMANUS = Hungarian Research Output Data of Humanities (not only scientific)
MATARKA = Database of Contents of 650 Hungarian Journals (not only scientific)
IB = Institutional bibliographies
Digital libraries / Repositories

Hungarian Digital Library (MEK) – in the National Széchényi Library
  -- Books
  -- Periodicals

Repositories of Academy’s Library (REAL)
  -- Books, separate: old books (before 1850)
  -- Periodicals
  -- PhD theses
  -- Research reports
  -- Manuscripts

HUNGARICANA (Hungarian Cultural Heritage Portal)
  -- Books published by Libraries, Museums and Archives
  -- Old Hungarian Books (before 1700)
  -- Periodicals
  -- Maps, pictures, archives materials
Digital libraries / Repositories

Hungarian Digital Archiv (MaNDA)
-- Books (tipically not scientific)
-- Films

Digital Academy of Hungarian Litteratur (DIA)
-- Complete Ouevres of Choosed Hungarian Writers
  (books, manuscripts etc. – the State pay annuities for the rightholders)

Repositories of the Universities
-- Books published by the employers of the universities
-- Series, periodicals of the universities

Digital Libraries of Country and Town Libraries
-- Local published Books and Periodicals
-- Documents relating to Country/Town/Local Dignities
Tasks of the Library and Information Centre of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences

Store of Hungarian Scientific Publications (MTMT)
-- Maintain, and develop the Data Base (included the citations records)
-- Analyse the Hungarian scientific output

Repositories of Academy’s Library (REAL)

Accreditation of the Hungarian Repositories and Digital Libraries (standards, meta data qualities etc.)

Develop a Common Search Tool for the Scientific Contents in Hungary

COMPASS Data Base of Data Bases
-- Subscripted and in Hungary created research data bases
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